VON OTHEGRAVEN (GÜNThER JAUCH) RIESLING MOSEL ALtenBERG SPätLESE 2018
Attractively flinty, stony aromas with fresh lime-juice notes lead to a palate that has a smooth and concentrated feel with dry, grapefruit and lime flavors, delivered in a stony, smooth texture. Drink or hold.

VON OTHEGRAVEN (GÜNThER JAUCH) RIESLING MOSEL ALtenBERG KABINETT 2018
Aromas of chamomile flowers and lemons, as well as grapefruit. This has a sleek and focused feel with succulent, elegant and taut style on the palate. Lemon and white-peach flavors abound. Superb. Drink or hold.

VON OTHEGRAVEN (GÜNThER JAUCH) RIESLING MOSEL ALtenBERG SPätLESE 2018
Plenty of creme caramel here, as well as dried apricots, brioche and almond granita. This may be a Spätlese with only 7% alcohol, but the acidity feathers the medium sweetness with extreme precision and dynamism, creating a remarkable sense of tension and poise. The finish is long and very mineral. Drink in 2022.

VON OTHEGRAVEN (GÜNThER JAUCH) RIESLING MOSEL HERRENBERGER AUSLESE 2018
Not only are dried apricots and poached peaches around in abundance, but there are subtle undertones of bitter lemons and jasmine. Rich and sweet, but simultaneously bright and pure, this packs luscious flavors of lemon drizzle cake into an imposing, glycerol-like structure. The acidity sings out with confidence on the finish. Drink now or hold.

VON OTHEGRAVEN (GÜNThER JAUCH) RIESLING MOSEL ALtenBERG GG 2018
Attractively flinty, stony aromas with fresh lime-juice notes lead to a palate that has a smooth and concentrated feel with dry, grapefruit and lime flavors, delivered in a stony, smooth texture. Drink or hold.